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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide practical advice and guidance to assist Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department (TPWD) staff in managing a successful volunteer program. All
volunteers shall be administered following the minimum guidelines set forth in this manual.
Each Division and/or Program within a Division is encouraged to establish Division/Program
specific volunteer guidelines to supplement TPWD's Volunteer Management Guidelines.

A TPWD volunteer is defined as a person who performs services or tasks without receiving pay
from TPWD. TPWD offers a variety of volunteer opportunities within most divisions. The
various volunteer opportunities fall under three general categories: Events, Projects, and
Programs.

" Events are generally 1-3 days and are episodic.
" Projects are specific tasks/assignments, generally with defined start and stop dates.
" Programs are generally continuous support of a specific program's mission.

There are also various types of volunteers utilized by TPWD, such as:
* Individuals, youth, families, etc.
" Certified or professionals who require a specific certification or degree of expertise to

train or educate (example: Hunter Education Instructor, Master Naturalist, Nature
Tracker, etc.).

" Organizations such as non-profits (friends groups), scouts, community groups,
college/university organizations, corporate teams, etc..., that perform a variety of tasks
in support of TPWD's mission.

" Inmate laborers from Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ), county inmate
laborers, and individuals performing court ordered community service hours as a part of
a civil restitution sentence. Allowable tasks will vary according to the type of offense.
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I - PLANNING FOR VOLUNTEERS

TPWD volunteers provide support in many different areas of our agency. Volunteers
increasingly expect to be included in meaningful work that is clearly focused on the
department's mission and want the staff to include them in program work whenever possible.
One of the most important functions as volunteer coordinator is developing a strategic plan for
the volunteer program that aligns with the TPWD mission and site programs and goals

Mission and Program Goals

Match volunteer efforts to TPWD's mission, site, and program goals.

Needs Assessments and Involvement of Volunteers

Deciding where and how volunteers are needed (including whether episodic, project, program,
or a combination will be utilized) is an important part of planning for a successful volunteer
program. You can begin by identifying specific tasks and listing the volunteer skills that need
to be recruited to accomplish these tasks. At the same time, you may begin identifying any
training or material required for the jobs you have listed. These are key steps in clarifying and
defining job descriptions for future volunteers.

One easy way to start this process is to conduct a survey by asking the management team and
other employees at your program to list what work needs to be done and what part, if any,
could be done by a volunteer. They should also list what skills the volunteer would need and
what training or other support may be needed for volunteers to be assigned to a task.

Staff and Volunteer Relations

A key to having a successful volunteer program is to address the relationships between
volunteers and paid staff and the common misconceptions. Some concerns that can come up
with staff are:

" Volunteers may be more work than help
" Volunteers who do not perform their work will not be able to be released
" Volunteers cannot be trusted with confidential information

" Volunteers may take jobs away from paid staff

The following suggestions may contribute to the fostering of a positive relationship between
staff and volunteers:

" Involve staff in planning for volunteers. Identify what support staff needs from
volunteers and what skills are needed to do those jobs.

" Identify tasks that are not appropriate for volunteers to do because of legitimate safety,
liability, confidentiality, or legal issues.

" Allow staff members who will be supervising the volunteers to have a role in their
selection.
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" Provide staff with an orientation/training on the use of volunteers, including Department
policies.

" Provide volunteers with an orientation/training on the roles, responsibilities, and needs
of staff.

" Clearly define volunteer and staff roles and relationships in general and on specific
tasks.

" Ensure volunteers have the necessary skills to perform the tasks and assignments.
" Have a system in place for objectively resolving conflicts between volunteers and

between staff and volunteers.

Set Program Objectives

The next step is to use the ideas and information from the needs assessments to determine
measurable goals for your program. What do you want to measure? Clear objectives are the
foundation for measuring and evaluating the effectiveness and impact of a volunteer program.

Action Plan

The plan is driven from the objectives you, the staff, and anyone else who will be a part of the
program have identified to achieve your overall program goals and the mission of the
department. You will also need a means of tracking volunteer work hours, as this information
is required for legislative performance reports, accounting for the total amount of work required
to successfully operate the department, assisting with developing department appropriations,
documenting federal aid match (where applicable), and for individual recognition purposes.
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II - DESIGNING TASK DESCRIPTIONS FOR VOLUNTEER
ASSIGNMENTS

One of the most important things you can do to ensure a successful volunteer program is to
design task descriptions for your potential volunteer assignments. An accurate written
description of a volunteer assignment makes it clear from the beginning what the task involves
and what skills are needed to successfully complete it. The basis for the description is the
needs assessment. When writing a task description consideration should be given as to the
value to TPWD. A sample task description is included in the Appendix.

Benefits of a Well-Written Task Description

" Makes clear how the specific task will fit into the department's mission and goals

" Prepares entry procedure for volunteers for the positions, including communicating to
other staff and volunteers of new position

" Defines and describes the task, what the results should look like, the required time
commitment, and volunteer leader relationships

" Simplifies the job of selecting volunteers by using specific criteria

" Provides an effective training tool

" Introduces the volunteer to the assignment and defines future development opportunities

" Provides a management tool that is the basis for a fair evaluation of the volunteer's
success in an assignment

" Saves staff time and effort when directing the volunteer's daily activities

Considerations When Writing a Task Description

" What exactly do I need the volunteer to do (role and functional responsibilities)?

" What are the desired qualifications of the volunteer'?

" Are there any special considerations about this position such as heavy lifting,
knowledge of a computer, etc.?

" How often does this task need to be done?

" Will the person be interacting with or supervising other volunteers'?

" Who will train and supervise the volunteer'?

" What tools and other resources are required for the person to successfully meet the
goal(s) of the volunteer assignment?

" What is the relationship between the volunteer and staff?

" How much authority does the volunteer have over the assignment?

" Are others (staff or volunteers) available to provide help?

" Does achievement depend on the cooperation of other volunteers and staff?

" How much supervision is necessary?
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" Where will the volunteer perform the assignment?

Valuing, Certifying, and Reporting Volunteer Hours

Valuing Volunteer Hours

TPWD must track the number and value of volunteer hours for a variety of reasons. It is
important to use a consistent and reliable method to record hours and value the service. If a
volunteer labor value has been approved for a federal program or on a Legislative Budget
Board (LBB) performance measure, then that is the method that must be used until it can be
changed and re-approved.

A preferred method is to use an hourly rate consistent with the pay grade for a TPWD
employee performing similar work. This rate should include the Division's fringe rate unless it
conflicts with the federal or LBB approved rate for the program.

For federal programs, refer to the Certifying In-Kind Hours for Federal Match procedure and
the accompanying procedure developed for the specific program. Rates must be coordinated
with the Federal Grants Administration staff.

Some of the outreach volunteer labor currently uses the minimum wage rate to calculate value.

Certifying Volunteer Hours

For federal programs only, volunteers must "certify" their volunteer hours. This can take the
form of the volunteer signature, a unique log-in and password for a computer system, or a
unique email address. Please refer to the Certifying In-Kind Hours for Federal Match
procedure. Any method used must be reviewed by the Federal Grants Administration staff
before implementing.

Reporting Volunteer Hours

Timely reporting is required by the Department. For federal programs, follow the reporting
instructions the program area documented with the Federal Grants Administration staff.

Two Divisions, State Parks and Communications, have formal LBB performance measures that
either report or use volunteer information in the calculation. These measures are reported to the
Planning and Analysis staff. Other divisions maintain and report volunteer information as well,
but only for internal purposes.

Involving Volunteers in Planning Projects Related to Their Assigned Area of
Responsibility

The ideal situation is one where volunteers are challenged, motivated, and fulfilled by
assignments that provide a valuable service to TPWD programs that would be difficult to
accomplish without their help. A mutually beneficial relationship requires the volunteer
coordinator to think carefully about the assignments offered to volunteers. Do the tasks allow
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the volunteer opportunities for developing new skills, gaining self-awareness and self-esteem?
Are the volunteer assignments interesting and challenging enough to hold people in them?

On the other side, there are certain tasks that have to be done, some of which may be mundane.
Try to think of ways you can balance the assignments so that parts of them are interesting.
Rethink each task and see if there are ways it might be enlarged or enriched, and most
importantly, made more fun and interesting. Talking to volunteers who are performing
assignments can be a great source of information and give you a different view of how a task or
project is viewed by the volunteer.

Volunteers may also have skills that extend beyond their current assignment. For example, a
volunteer who gives presentations or guided tours may have some valuable ideas about new
brochures, slide shows, or other areas that may not be covered in their task description. This
example illustrates the value of involving volunteers in planning projects related to their
assigned areas. Since the volunteer greets many of the visitors and conducts tours, he or she is
aware of many of the questions visitors ask and what information would be helpful in a new
brochure. Using the volunteer's knowledge might not only help the project manager design a
better brochure, but could also make the volunteer feel good that someone asked his or her
opinion.

Recognizing the various types of assignments where volunteers could be used, along with
identifying levels of commitment and ability on the part of volunteers, requires flexibility both
in classification and definition.

Match the Right Person with the Task that will Provide Challenges and Motivation

In addition to the knowledge, skills, and abilities the person should possess, are you looking for
someone to follow through with the project plan or someone who can conceptualize, design,
and implement an entire program? For tasks that do not require this higher level of planning or
carry the responsibility, the task description should be more detailed. For example, one might
include the exact hours and specific details of the duties that go along with the assignment as
well as who will act as the volunteer leader. Volunteers need to know exactly what is expected
so they are able to make informed decisions about whether available assignments would be a
good fit for them.

Successful programs are protective of their volunteers in terms of the time demands that are
placed on them. Requiring volunteers to contribute a minimum amount of time is not the same
as expecting unlimited contributions of time. Effective volunteer programs recognize that
volunteer time needs to be limited.
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III - RECRUITMENT

Recruitment is the process of finding people to perform volunteer assignments that meet the
identified needs of the program. This is especially important when establishing a long-term
volunteer base. The amount of time expended on recruitment varies; however, a well-managed
program will lead to greater retention of volunteers, thus reducing the time required. In
addition, satisfied volunteers who speak well of your program in the community will attract
others to service.

There are a number of tasks to complete before you actually start recruiting volunteers. These
include:

" Preparing clearly written task descriptions based on meaningful assignments related
directly to the program mission and goals (sample provided in Appendix)

" Identifying your recruitment message and communicating it in a succinct manner. A
successful message answers the questions 1)"Why should I?" and 2)"What's in it for
me?"

" Completing any staff training that may need to be done for readiness to work with
volunteers

" Preparing an orientation program/packet
" Generating enthusiasm about the program

Tips for Recruiting Volunteers

The majority of recruitment efforts should be broad-based and year-round. A 2010 TPWD
survey of agencies and organizations from around the country using volunteers on a regular
basis revealed most do not target their recruitment efforts at particular groups (such as
minorities, college students, or baby boomers). Several even indicated no formal recruitment at
all, solely word of mouth. However, those who indicated they at times do target recruitment
efforts reported where these respective efforts are directed. An overwhelming majority of
responders looking for minority volunteers report community outreach events, universities, and
local non-profits as key places to recruit. For those recruiting college students - student
organizations, job fairs, career centers, and the use of AmeriCorps rated as top recruiting spots.
Baby boomers and retirees are regularly solicited through community outreach events, local
organizations, websites, and advertisements in publications such as those intended for RV
owners.

Other general recruitment ideas include:

" Network with community leaders
" City and neighborhood newspapers volunteer listings
" Paid ads
" Human interest stories on your program in print or broadcast media
" School newspapers
" Professional associations and club bulletins
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* Senior center bulletins
" Radio and TV Public Service Announcements
" Cable TV message boards
" Brochures strategically placed in the community
" Posters on community bulletin boards, at library, grocery stores, laundromats,

community centers
" Open house/agency tours
" Presentations at community or professional organization meetings
" Public recognition of your volunteers
" Local clergy
" Use recruitment services through the United Way and other resources who work with a

large volunteer base
" Enclosure or "stuffer" in agency literature or paychecks
" Court-ordered Community Service Restitution Programs
" Web page on Internet-either TPWD's or a local volunteer clearinghouse
" Social media

Marketing the Program

Have a plan that works to keep your program's name and your need for volunteers in the
community's eye. Make sure your business cards, brochures, and other material lists your name
and email address on it so that you may be contacted easily. The most effective recruitment is
word of mouth. The main reason people report they began volunteering was because someone
asked them to serve. Be the person who asked.

In determining your recruitment plan consider the Five "W"s of Recruitment":

1. What do you have to offer?
2. Whom are you seeking?
3. What message will capture their attention and motivate them?
4. Where are they?
5. When and how do they need to be approached?

Remember, the two most important rules of recruiting volunteers:

1. NEVER advertise for volunteers unless you have specific jobs for them to do!
2. Do not write the ad from your point of view. If you write "We need volunteers" it is

like a store saying "We need you to buy our merchandise". Write the ad instead to
appeal to the potential volunteer. Tell them what they will get out of the experience.

Preparing to Work with the Volunteer

" It is important to provide for successful experiences so the volunteer feels valued. If
volunteers feel valued, they will make further commitments of their time. Volunteers
should be placed in situations where they can succeed and not be set up for failure.
Volunteers must believe their assignment is important and has an impact.
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" Recognize the generational and cultural differences of our volunteer clientele.

" Work with staff to set up a positive environment for acceptance of volunteers in the
program. Your staff may be able to empathize more with volunteers by remembering
their own experiences as a volunteer for a group or organization.

" Intrinsic rewards (designing tasks so they are interesting to the volunteer) are critical for
volunteer retention. This also means that volunteers should be able to use their skills in
the assignment and also have opportunities from time to time to learn new things.

" New volunteers are very different from seasoned volunteers and undergo a period of
adjustment. They require a much closer form of management than seasoned volunteers.
There appears to be substantial risk that new volunteers who are unattended will drop
out when they reach the two to three month period. This is costly to the department.
For some volunteers, leaving at this stage simply may reflect a problem in the selection
process. For others, however, effective intervention might allay their frustrations during
the first few months of volunteering.

" Seasoned volunteers may require support and fellowship rather than monitoring. Many
volunteers feel a sense of commitment to the department and require little supervision.

* Repeat volunteers are committed not just to the department's mission, but to particular
people who keep them going - their friendships with their fellow volunteers, the other
staff, and/or the visitors to the program. Such friendships are the backbone of
volunteerism and should be supported.

" Volunteers can experience a feeling of burnout from any kind of volunteer work. For
example, a volunteer assigned to a special event for fund-raising may feel that she has
done too much and is overused if she has spent night and day on this assignment for
weeks on end. When volunteers drop out because of burnout, it is not because they lack
commitment. On the contrary, they may be over-committed; they may care too much
and do too much, so they become emotionally and/or physically worn down. Factors
such as frustration, personal intrusion, and time demands may contribute to burnout.
This makes it very important to give regular feedback and recognition. Recognize that
their time volunteering within the agency is not the only thing going on in their lives at
any given time.
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IV - INTERVIEWING AND SELECTING VOLUNTEERS

A TPWD volunteer application (PWD 751) should be completed by all long term prospective
volunteers. Episodic volunteers may be required to complete a volunteer application as well, at
the discretion of the volunteer coordinator.

Upon screening the applications, the volunteer coordinator should set up interviews. The
coordinator should be prepared to place newly accepted volunteers into training or projects
promptly to ensure the volunteer's continued interest. Remember to ask each person that you
interview how they learned about your opportunities. Maintain the entrance interviews and
conduct exit interviews that will help you focus your future efforts in the area with the greatest
return on your investment of time.

Interviews provide a great opportunity to find out if the needs and goals of the department
match the applicant's desire for service and interest in working at your program. It is also an
opportunity to represent TPWD to another person who will in turn share their experiences and
the department's mission and philosophy. An effective interviewer can determine the "fit"
between a prospective volunteer and the organization. Generally, the more challenging the
task, the more thorough you should be during the interview process. Individuals working on a
single, one-time project may require less screening depending on the complexity of the project.
Well-placed volunteers are satisfied volunteers that will work effectively for you and the
organization.

As the volunteer coordinator, you must be prepared to screen out volunteers who are not good
fits or qualified for volunteering at your program. This is essential because:

" TPWD customers must be protected - visitors should be helped, not hindered by
volunteers

" The reputation of the department is greatly affected by volunteers
" Staff morale (as well as that of other volunteers) declines when inappropriate behavior

occurs
" The volunteer suffers when not placed in an appropriate assignment

Various positions will also require that a criminal background check be conducted. A
procedure is in place for this process through the Human Resources Division (HR-05-01).
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V - TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OF VOLUNTEERS

Developing a relationship with each volunteer and coming to understand his/her work style and
personal measures of success will enhance individual performance and encourage a long stay
from those interested in a long term commitment. A comfortable and open relationship with
the volunteer ensures better communication between you and the volunteer.

Orientation

Volunteers for TPWD are representatives of our department. It is the responsibility of all
TPWD employees to make sure that volunteers are properly oriented to their particular
function, program, and to the department's mission, guidelines, and procedures that will make
their contribution meaningful for both TPWD and the volunteer. All volunteers should be
given a clear picture of what will be expected of them before their first assignment.

Orientation sessions are a great way to formally welcome new volunteers and get them
acquainted with your program and our department. The level of detail of the orientation should
match the situation. This is an excellent opportunity to explain department guidelines and
procedures. Much of this information is contained in the volunteer manual, which may be
provided to the volunteer if the coordinator feels it appropriate. In addition to these
department-wide guidelines, any specific information about your particular program or
program manager's philosophy should be discussed with the volunteer(s) at this time. Topics to
consider include an overview of the department including a short history of TPWD and its
mission and goals, explanation of what volunteers contribute to TPWD, and an organizational
chart of the department and your particular program. The following is a checklist reminder of
information that should be given to all new participants:

" Applicable department information, guidelines, and rules

" Insurance coverage or requirements

" Hazardous materials and other applicable safety rules

" Standard Operating Procedures for operating machinery and equipment

* Requirements for and proper use of personal protection equipment

" Emergency procedures

" Proper conduct, behavior, expectations, sexual harassment and discrimination training,
and consequences for violations

" Signed copy of Waiver/Training Document

" Volunteer leader to report to and chain-of-command

" Level of authority and flexibility for making decisions

* Use of identification

" Tax deduction information

" Introduction of key staff and their role in the volunteer program

" An overview of activities volunteers may and are not allowed to perform in general and
in the specific program
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* Clarification of specific issues like required minimum hours, training requirements, and
other obligations

Task Assignment Training

An orientation is an overview of the program and department. Training for a task or
assignment is specific. Pre-assignment training should address immediate performance needs.
Volunteers need information along with practical examples that will enable them to perform
tasks with confidence and to meet their assignment goals. Remember to make use of the
wisdom and experience that volunteers can bring to the assignment or program.

Training should prepare the volunteer for the responsibilities and expectations of the position.
Participants should be able to relate the training to the task. Consider the following as you
design the training:

1. Why do the participants need training? This is the needs assessment phase.
2. Is training the only way to address this need? What are other options?
3. What do I want the participants to be able to do, demonstrate, or explain by the end of

this training?
4. Who needs the training?
5. How many people need to be trained?
6. What are the current knowledge, skills, and abilities of the participants?
7. How can the training be built around the gap between what volunteers need to know

and what they already know?
8. What training resources are needed to facilitate learning? This includes the availability

of a training room, selection of the instructor, printed resources such as notebook or
handouts, etc.

9. What tools and process will I use to evaluate my method of instruction and the training
content?

10. How much is the training going to cost?

Use Volunteers as Trainers

Involve more experienced volunteers as trainers. This recognizes their contributions and
inspires confidence among the new volunteers. Staff who may be skeptical of volunteer
involvement might also be considered as trainers. Oftentimes, their involvement introduces
them to a different segment of the volunteer program and may help with their acceptance of
volunteers.

Supervision

New volunteers require careful attention and mentoring. Research shows that volunteers quit
their assignments usually during the first six months of volunteering and, especially during the
first three months. It is not sufficient simply to recruit volunteers. Volunteer coordinators and
volunteer leaders can help their new volunteers by working carefully and providing feedback
through the ups and downs of the early transition in the volunteer role. Spend one-on-one time
with each volunteer, expressing an interest in their program experiences.
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Appropriate monitoring and supervision, so volunteers are not isolated, can help alleviate

frustration. If you sense that a volunteer is frustrated, try to intervene to improve the situation
(reduce the cause of the frustration).

Listen carefully for clues as to how the volunteer measures his or her own success:

" Do they need feedback from others?
" Do they need physical evidence of completion of the assignment?

" Do they receive more satisfaction from assignments where they are part of a team or
with individual projects?

This information will help you determine volunteer assignments and develop appropriate ways
to recognize achievements.

It is absolutely imperative that the volunteer coordinator discuss conduct, volunteer authority,
discrimination and sexual harassment, the Americans with Disabilities Act, ethics, safety, and
liability issues with every project and program volunteer. All volunteers are required to
comply with TPWD guidelines and standards for conduct and behavior, including those
requiring verbal or written permission to enter private land. In addition, every volunteer must
sign a liability release form (Alternate Workforce Waiver/Training Document - PWD 797) and
a TPWD Volunteer Acknowledgment form (copies are included in the appendix) before they
begin their service. These forms should be kept on file for three years from the date of their
last service at your program. Safety and liability is covered in Section VI.

Coordinators should direct the activities and monitor the behavior of volunteers assigned to
them. Coordinators should not disregard nor overlook regulations for fear that the volunteer
may quit. A volunteer should follow all rules and if not, the department will advise the
volunteer that his or her services are no longer needed. Volunteering at TPWD is a privilege
and not a right.

For many types of volunteer service, it is advisable to periodically conduct feedback sessions.
This gives the volunteer leader and participant the opportunity to express any concerns and may
reveal ideas for improving the project or program. Providing feedback is an effective tool for
gaining feedback and will enhance the relationship between volunteer leader, participant, and
the department.

Activity Records

It is very important to record all services performed by volunteers. TPWD compiles and
reports all such hours of service. This information is required for legislative performance
reports, accounting for the total amount of project hours required to successfully operate the
department, assisting with developing department appropriations, documenting federal aid
match (where applicable), and for individual recognition purposes. As a minimum,
coordinators should record the name of the volunteer, the name of the group or club providing
services, and the hours of service performed.
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The Waiver/Training Document may be used for recording services. Records, particularly
hours of service, should be forwarded to the appropriate program administrators within
divisions and then forwarded to Administrative Resources when requested.

Personal Items

All volunteers should be reminded that retention of personal items in desks, other containers, or
facilities is at the risk of the volunteer and TPWD will not be responsible for any losses.

Environmental/Conservation Awareness

The goal of TPWD is to preserve and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas.
Education of the public on conservation issues is a key part of our efforts. The example we set
is an important part of the education process. Therefore, it is essential that the potential
environmental impact be considered in the deliberation of any management decision.

As representatives of TPWD, volunteers are expected to participate in the education effort by
the example they set when visiting public lands, fishing, hunting, etc. The potential for
violations of TPWD regulations or environmental laws in the course of a volunteer assignment
should be discussed with the volunteer and his/her volunteer leader. Even such seemingly
harmless violations as minor littering send the public a strong message that is counter to TPWD
goals.

Access to Private Lands

All TPWD volunteers are expected to comply with the requirements of state law, TPWD
Commission policy, and directives related to access to private lands and use and dissemination
of information obtained through access to private lands.

Equal Employment Opportunity Law

All TPWD employees and volunteers are expected to comply with the anti-discrimination
provisions of state and federal law and related regulations. Volunteers need to know that
includes the expectation that there will be no use of racial/ethnic jokes, inappropriate terms, or
other behavior, speech, or action that could reasonably be determined to be derogatory to
anyone based on membership in a racial/ethnic group, as a consequence of their race, religion,
age, national origin, gender, or disability.

Complaints/Reporting

Volunteers may contact their volunteer coordinator or staff in the Human Resources Division to
report incidents they believe involve sexual harassment, violations of the HIV/AIDS policy, or
other potential violations of equal employment opportunity policy. They may also request a
review under the provisions of this manual.

The law creates an additional category of violation for discrimination or any other type of
retaliation against those who assert their rights under the law.
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Sexual Harassment

For more detailed information, please refer to TPWD Policy HR-03-02

Drug and Alcohol Guidelines

" The use, possession, sale, manufacture, or distribution of a controlled substance on
TPWD owned or controlled property or any other place within the scope of TPWD
volunteer activities is strictly prohibited. Also prohibited is the abuse of prescription
drugs and/or their use in ways adversely affecting safe performance of tasks. Abuse of
inhalants is similarly prohibited.

" Volunteers will not use or possess alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs while on
volunteer assignments or on any state owned or controlled property.

" Acceptance and agreement to abide by these guidelines is a term and condition of both
initial and continued volunteering at TPWD programs.

Smoking and Tobacco Use Guidelines

Smoking is prohibited in all TPWD offices and other enclosed spaces.

In cases involving tobacco use by employees and volunteers required to work in close
proximity, conflicts between tobacco users and non-users that cannot be amicably resolved by
the employees and volunteers must be resolved in favor on the non-tobacco user. This includes
inconsiderate use of smokeless tobacco products.

Dress and Appearance

Volunteers are expected to present a neat appearance and to dress appropriately for their
positions. Volunteer leaders may direct certain grooming standards as appropriate to the duties
performed.
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VI - VOLUNTEER SAFETY AND LIABILITY ISSUES

Introduction

TPWD is committed to preventing death, injury, and illness of employees, volunteers, and the
visiting public through accountability, commitment, and training. As the volunteer coordinator,
it is your responsibility to make sure volunteers have the necessary skills, abilities, and
information to prevent personal injuries and damage or loss of state property. Any training or
equipment given to a TPWD employee to do a certain task must also be provided to the
volunteer. Proper training and protective gear must be given to volunteers to prevent injuries.
The person training the volunteer should demonstrate the proper use of the equipment and then
allow the volunteer to demonstrate what he/she learned. It is vital that you document any
safety training and the issuance of protective gear that you provide to volunteers. Review the
TPWD Safety and Risk Management Program Manual so that you are familiar with the issues
and procedures that may arise with your volunteers.

Liability release forms (Alternate Workforce Waiver/Training Document - PWD 797) must be
signed by all volunteers and kept on file for three years from the volunteer's last date of
service. A parent or guardian must sign a liability release form for minors who are serving as
volunteers. The Volunteer Acknowledgment form (see appendix) should also be completed.
Volunteers should never be placed in any assignment considered hazardous such as search and
rescue, chemical spills, interaction with dangerous wild animals or fish, etc. Volunteers may
not take law enforcement actions.

In the interest of maximizing the commitment of TPWD services to its users, enhancing
relationships with our constituents, generating savings to the citizens of Texas, promoting
safety, and mitigating risk to the department and its users, these guidelines have been
developed to assist employees when using volunteers.

General Rules:

1. Most programs that use volunteers have guidelines and criteria respective to each
program and participants are responsible for adhering to the guidelines and criteria set
forth in each program.

2. Volunteers under the age of 16 must be accompanied by a parent or designated guardian
at all times.

3. Minors should not be allowed to operate dangerous or heavy machinery and equipment.

4. Tasks and equipment use should be appropriate for the individual and delegated on an
individual basis.

5. TPWD may select, accept, decline, or dismiss any volunteer at any time.

6. Volunteer coordinators should be aware of the risk involved when choosing volunteers
who have a criminal history of theft, child abuse, or other serious offenses.

7. If a volunteer coordinator has security concerns about a volunteer (such as those
concerning theft, violent or indecent behavior, etc.) and professional assistance is
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needed to address the concern, Internal Affairs at Headquarters in Austin must be

contacted for assistance.

Visible Identification and Affiliation:

1. All volunteers should display some form of visible identification while performing a
volunteer assignment.

2. Use of identification is important for public perception and serves as a symbol to the
individual that he or she is a part of the TPWD volunteer program.

3. With appropriate approval, identification for volunteers may be purchased with
department funds. Tee shirts, caps, badges, etc. may be used as forms of identification.

4. If funding is limited, reusable items such as plastic badges inscribed with the word
"Volunteer" can be used.

5. For sanitary reasons, it is recommended that clothing not be reused as a form of
identification passed from participant to participant.

Operation of Vehicles and Boats:

Volunteers performing services for TPWD are NOT allowed to drive department vehicles
and boats unless the volunteer can provide written verification of personal liability insurance
specifically covering the operation and use of state or government owned vehicles and/or

boats. Without such coverage, volunteers may be personally liable for injuries or property

damage resulting from their operation of a state vehicle or boat. There is no insurance

coverage under the volunteer policies provided by TPWD for a volunteer injury or
liability resulting from a volunteer operating a state vehicle or boat. Volunteers are
only covered by the medical accident policy (described in greater detail later in this chapter)
when operating a TPWD vehicle or boat. Medical expenses are limited to a prescribed
amount (presently $25,000). The policy "kicks in" if the medical expenses exceed that
which is covered by the volunteer's personal insurance.

Volunteers may use their personal vehicles and boats while performing volunteer services for

TPWD and request mileage and fuel reimbursement. However, reimbursement must be pre-

approved by site's/program's management and will be dependent on the particular

site's/program's budget. The excess auto liability policy (described in greater detail later in this
chapter) covers volunteer damage to a third party caused by operation of the volunteer's own

motor vehicle or temporary rental vehicle. This coverage requires a volunteer to have their
own automobile coverage and will pay the third party's damages only if they exceed the limits

of the volunteer's coverage.

Operation of Machinery and Equipment:
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1. Volunteers meeting age restrictions, training and proficiency requirements are allowed
to use and operate department machinery and equipment. Volunteers under the age of
18 are not allowed to operate motorized equipment or machinery.

2. Careful consideration should be used when allowing individuals to operate potentially
dangerous equipment.

3. Pertinent and appropriate training on safe use of the specific equipment should be given.
After training, the individual should then demonstrate experience or proficiency in
operating the equipment safely.

4. All personal protection equipment, appropriate for the tasks performed and consistent
with Safety and Risk Management Program Manual standard operating procedures,
should be provided to the individual.

5. Volunteers are covered by the medical accident policy AND the excess liability policy
when operating equipment, including mobile equipment such as riding lawnmowers and
other mobile vehicles not requiring state registration (such as "gators" and the like).
Note that the insurance company takes the position that if such a vehicle is operated on
any public road, then it does require registration and is not mobile equipment but a
vehicle and would not be covered.

Insurance and Liability:

The Volunteer Protection Act of 1997 partially protects charitable and non-profit
volunteers, including directors, officers, and trustees, from liability for acts performed in
the course of their volunteer duties. A volunteer is not liable if: acting within the scope of
their duties for the organization at the time of the act or omission; properly licensed,
certified, or authorized, if required for the activities performed; harm was not caused by
gross negligence, reckless misconduct, conscious indifference to rights or safety of the
person harmed, or criminal misconduct; or harm was not caused by volunteer operating a
motor vehicle, aircraft, vessel or other vehicle for which an operator's license or insurance
are required.

Volunteers performing services for the department are not covered by state Worker's
Compensation insurance. Volunteers engaged in approved volunteer activities or traveling
to these activities in a personal vehicle are covered by volunteer accident and liability
policies purchased by the Department. These policies provide excess coverage for
expenses not covered by the volunteer's own insurance. TPWD volunteers are covered by
three types of polices including: medical accident policy; excess liability policy; and
excess auto liability policy.

The medical accident policy covers registered volunteers for most medical expenses and
most types of accidents that occur while the volunteer is performing an assignment, or
traveling to and from the volunteer site. It does not cover illness, disease, or hernias. The
coverage is in excess of any personal accident/health insurance the volunteer has.
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Excess liability covers situations where a volunteer is liable to a third party for damages
(bodily injury, property damage, personal injury) from a covered accident or injury. This
policy covers damages and legal defense of volunteers, but coverage is for expenses in
excess of volunteer's personal insurance. This policy does not cover auto accidents, even if
a volunteer's personal auto is involved.

Excess auto liability covers damage to a third party if a volunteer is driving a personal or
rental vehicle (not TPWD vehicle). The policy requires that a volunteer have personal auto
coverage, and will only cover costs in excess of the volunteer's coverage. It does not cover
damages from assault or battery or errors and omissions of a volunteer rendering
professional services.

Limits and conditions of the TPWD volunteer accident and liability coverage should be
explained to the volunteer during orientation training. For example, the volunteer should be
informed that the insurance only covers them when they are performing or traveling to and
from a volunteer assignment. It is also important to note that the coverage does not extend
to accidents or liability resulting from operating a state vehicle or boat. It is recommended
that volunteers be given a handout detailing the coverage provided by the respective
program.

The volunteer insurance premium is based upon number of full time equivalents (FTEs) and
is usually less than one dollar per FTE annually. This method will allow for changes in
participants and fluctuating hours without a great deal of effort maintaining the guidelines.
Providing liability coverage is a great benefit to the volunteer and the department and it
encourages volunteerism. Liability insurance for volunteers may be obtained by amending
an existing policy used by Hunter/Boater Education and Park Volunteer Programs. For
more information about coverage, contact the administrators of these programs for details.

Volunteer insurance claims are coordinated through TPWD legal staff. Volunteer
coordinators should notify their supervisors immediately, complete a PWD-009 Injury,
Incident, Property Report and notify the Legal Division of a potential volunteer insurance
claim if a volunteer is injured or involved in an accident while performing volunteer duties
for TPWD.
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VII - EVALUATING VOLUNTEERS

Purpose of the Evaluation

Evaluating your volunteers can actually improve the relationship between the volunteer leader
and the volunteer. Provide all volunteers with ongoing feedback on their performance so that
you and the volunteer can assess any further training or tools they need, any clarification on
standards or requirements needed, or whether any changes in assignments are necessary. Try to
be objective and clear in your feedback. Solicit the observations of others who work with the
volunteer, but always respect confidentiality. Evaluation is also an opportunity for the
volunteer to evaluate you and the program.

Recognizing and responding to problems early and with an open mind will help prevent bigger
problems. The best way to deal with problems with volunteers is not to allow them to develop.
Good screening and training will contribute to this as well as open communication and
consistent and appropriate supervision.

Often a "difficult" volunteer is simply in the wrong assignment. Effective review of the
volunteer's performance and satisfaction and good documentation of these reviews will help
you identify these cases. Discuss the problems in this light with appropriate volunteers and
offer alternate placement at your program.

When the volunteer's performance or behavior threatens to interfere with achieving department
or program goals, it also impacts the work environment for other volunteers and paid staff and
can have a negative impact on visitors. The volunteer should be informed about the problems
with their performance or behavior. This practice should be applied consistently with all
volunteers.

Procedures for Evaluating Volunteers

Meet in person and in private with the volunteer and inform them about your concerns.
Remind them of the agreed upon expectation for performance and behavior. Allow the
volunteer to respond and take notes of the response. Try to be open to uncovering a different
situation than you might have believed existed. For example, maybe the volunteer's actions
were simply misunderstood or there is more to the story than you knew.

Stick to any agreement you make with the volunteer as to conditions of continued volunteer
assignments at your program. Write up the agreement and give the volunteer a copy to review
and sign. Your notes should be objective and clear and use only factual reports from others.
Carefully date each entry in your documentation.

A major part of your documentation will be the task description, which originated from the
initial needs assessment, training, and orientation information given to each volunteer when

they began at your program. You can refer to these guidelines when disputes or difficulties

develop.
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Dismissing Volunteers

When no other course of action appears reasonable, and with your manager's approval, initiate
action to discontinue the volunteer's service. Ending the volunteer's services should be done in
person and in private. Be honest and firm, but sensitive.

Document the decision to discontinue services in the volunteer's file. Follow the discontinuing
of a volunteer's services with a short, objective letter confirming the action. Make sure all staff
are aware that the volunteer is no longer providing service, but always respect the volunteer's
privacy.
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VIII - CUSTOMER SERVICE AND COMMUNICATION

The same customer service standards apply to volunteers at TPWD as apply to employees. The
TPWD mission and philosophy revolve around the importance of serving our customers so that
the legacy of conservation and outdoor recreation will be passed on as core values to future
generations.

It is also important for TPWD staff to provide that same level of customer service to the
volunteers at the respective programs. It is imperative that all staff members who come into
contact with volunteers respond to their needs and questions in a timely, helpful, and
cooperative manner. Failure to accomplish treating our volunteers with the same respect and
courtesy as the visitors will result in poor volunteer recruitment, a depletion of the existing
volunteer pool, and potential negative community relations as volunteers share their experience
with personal and professional contacts.
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IX -RECOGNITION

Recognition is the act of acknowledging someone's service or contribution. Recognition can
be as simple as knowing someone by name and speaking to them about what they are doing or
it can be an introduction, a smile, or a special word of thanks over a cup of coffee. Recognition
is a personal acknowledgement given to volunteers on a recurrent basis for their support of
TPWD through service.

In addition to providing meaningful assignments and the training to accomplish them, volunteer
recognition goes a long way in keeping a volunteer engaged and productive. Consider it a
further investment in a valuable asset.

Volunteers can be recognized at the program, site, division, or department level. Each provides
an opportunity to celebrate volunteer accomplishment. Key to any recognition program,
however, is accurate records of performance, whether it's number of hours, number of events,
years of service, or some other measure. Establishing volunteer milestones will set the bar
which must be reached for recognition.

Although tangible tokens of recognition - plaques, pins, photos, etc. - still make fine awards,
there are many other media that accomplish the same thing, often with better outcomes. News
releases to local or hometown media, highlights on web sites, and mention through social
media outlets all contribute to recognition of outstanding volunteers.

Independent of a department wide rewards structure, division leaders and site volunteer
coordinators are encouraged to develop internal recognition programs as well. Monetary or
other awards that may be sought out by donations must be reviewed against the requirements of
TPWD ethics guidelines and the requirements of relevant law.
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X - APPENDIX: FORMS, GUIDELINES, AND RESOURCES

Index of Forms and Guidelines

1. TPWD Volunteer Application-PWD 751

2. Sample Volunteer Task Description

3. Sample Volunteer Orientation Document

4. Alternate Workforce Waiver/Training Document-PWD 797

5. Alternate Workforce Waiver/Training Document- PWD 797 (completed copy for County
Court-ordered Community Service Restitution Workers)

6. Community Service Restitution Volunteer Information

7. TPWD Volunteer Acknowledgment

8. Memorandum of Agreement for Voluntary Services by Groups

9. Certifying In-Kind Hours for Federal Match
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TPWD Volunteer Application

Location / Site Preference:

Last Name: First Name: Middle Initial:

Home
Phone: ( ) Cell Phone: ( ) Email:

Street
Address:

City: State: Zip:

1. Please list any experience you have had in these areas:
Teaching

Working with teenagers or younger children

Carpentry skills

Office Management

Other areas of experience

2. Please provide a brief description of past volunteer experience:

3. List areas of special interest, skills or certifications you have that might be used as a volunteer?

4. What benefits do you expect as a result of your volunteer experience here?

5. Volunteer References:

Name:

Name:

6. Are you affiliated with a group? LIYes Q No

Phone: ( )

Phone: ( )

Relation:

Relation:

If yes, please state which group:

7. Are you volunteering your time for class credit? LIYes LINo
Hours required: School or University:

Instructor's Name:

Beginning Date: Approximate Date of Completion:
(mm/dd/yyyy) (mm/dd/yyyy)

AIL AIL I
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Sample Volunteer Task Description

Position Park Host

Work Site Kerrville-Schreiner State Park

Supervisor Volunteer Coordinator

Position " Register Visitors
Responsibilities . Operate Visitor Center

* Maintenance Activities
* Operate Fee Booth
* Other Volunteer Duties

Desired Good verbal communication skills. Ability to complete visitor
Qualifications registration forms and collect the correct fee. Skill in operating

cash register.

Time Required 25 hours per week

Training Orientation

Benefit to Entrance and user fees will be waived during the volunteer
Volunteer period. Park hosts will be provided an RV site with water and

electricity hookups, gray water disposal, and trash pickup. This
position provides valuable opportunities to meet many interesting
and diverse people, as well as actively participate in educating
others about the park and conservation efforts. A state vehicle
will be provided for duty usage when available and needed. A
phone line is also provided at some host sites. This will also
become a written job reference, if requested.
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Sample Volunteer Orientation Document

TEXAS PARKS AND W DLF

The purpose of this form is to inform any potential volunteers of the general
policies and information necessary to serve as a TPWD volunteer at the
Sebastopol House State Historic Site.

TPWD Mission

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide
hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of
present and future generations.

Applicable department information, policy, and work rules

+ All tasks will take place at Sebastopol House State Historic Site in Seguin, Texas.
" Volunteers are expected to show up for assignments on time and neatly groomed.
" Daily assignments will be created and supervised by the Sebastopol staff member in charge for

that day.
" Tasks can include but are not limited to: trash pick-up, yard maintenance, house work

(sweeping, mopping, dusting, cleaning bathrooms, and vacuuming), window cleaning, special
building projects, painting, minor repair, children's program set-up, decorating, furniture
moving, event set-up or tear-down, parking-lot maintenance, path maintenance, and any or all
duties as assigned.

* Volunteers are expected to perform their daily duties in a timely manner to the best of their
abilities and to the highest standard. Any volunteer neglecting their duties is subject to their
assignment being ended immediately.

Insurance coverage or insurance requirements

" Volunteers are not covered by state or department liability, accident, or health insurance.
" Volunteers performing services for TPWD are NOT allowed to drive department vehicles and

boats unless the volunteer can provide written verification of personal liability insurance
specifically covering the operation and use of state or government owned vehicles and/or boats.
Without such coverage, volunteers may be personally liable for injuries or property damage
resulting from their operation of a state vehicle or boat.

Safety

" Establishment and maintenance of a safe work environment is the shared responsibility of
Sebastopol House staff and volunteers. Sebastopol House staff will do everything within their
control to ensure a safe environment and compliance with federal, state, and local safety
regulations.

" Volunteers are expected to obey safety rules and to exercise caution in all of their activities.
You are asked to immediately report any unsafe conditions to the staff.
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" All appropriate safety equipment will be provided according to the duties assigned. Sebastopol
staff is responsible for providing proper equipment and training for all duties assigned.

" Volunteers are responsible for using their safety equipment properly and taking responsibility
for their own personal safety.

" Follow your staff supervisor's instructions, and ask for clarification if you are uncertain. Don't
be afraid to ask again if you don't remember how to do a specific task. The staff supervisor
realizes that you will not remember all instructions when you are only here a short time each
week, and he/she will gladly repeat instructions for you. If you feel you have a better way to do
a task, please discuss it with staff before performing your duties. We appreciate your input and
welcome your opinions. Don't, however, initiate new procedures without first discussing them
with your supervisor.

" The assignment will be ended immediately for any volunteer found willfully disregarding safety
rules endangering themselves, staff, other volunteers, or the visiting public.

Standard Operating Procedures for operating vehicles, machinery, equipment, and tools

" Volunteers over the age of 17, who have completed an orientation and safety training with
Sebastopol staff are allowed to use and operate department machinery and equipment as needed
to complete their work duties as assigned.

" Volunteers are required to report any equipment failure or safety concern as soon as it becomes
apparent.

Proper use of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)

" Sebastopol staff is responsible for providing access to and training for the use of proper PPE
whenever work duties require.

" Volunteers are responsible for utilizing the proper PPE provided to them.

Proper conduct, behavior, expectations, and consequences for violations

" TPWD volunteers are expected to be honest in all dealings with the public, TPWD employees,
and other volunteers. No volunteer shall knowingly falsify any report, document, or record or
cause to be entered any inaccurate, false, or improper information. No volunteer shall remove or
destroy or cause the removal or destruction of any report, document, or record without
authorization.

" Volunteers who commit acts of theft from employees, private individuals, or the state will be
immediately removed from the TPWD volunteer program and may be subject to prosecution.

" Reporting for service while under the influence of alcohol or a controlled substance will result
in immediate removal from the volunteer program.

" Observe the 15 minute time limit set for break periods. Not taking your break does not allow
you to leave early.

" Abide by the dress code for the location and duties assigned.
" Accept responsibility for decisions made and actions taken based on these decisions.
" Maintain a clean, safe work area.
" Maintain a helpful attitude toward the public, TPWD staff, and fellow volunteers.

" Make efficient and effective use of time.
" Volunteers who willfully damage or misuse state property, equipment, or materials will be

removed from the volunteer program immediately.
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Sexual harassment and discrimination

" Verbal or physical abuse or discrimination against a member of the community, a fellow
volunteer, or TPWD employee is prohibited. Specifically included in this prohibition is the use
of racial/ethnic slurs, or other similar stereotyped behavior, speech, or action. It also includes
behavior falling under the definition of sexual harassment and any similar conduct. Any
volunteer observed breaking this prohibition will be removed from the volunteer program
immediately.

* Complaints may be made to site management or directly to TPWD Human Resources Division
at 512-389-8411 or 1-800-792-1112, ask for Employee Relations

Staff to report to and Chain of Command

Immediate duty supervisors for all volunteers are either Park Ranger Liz Palfini or Park Ranger Charles
Mead. Park Manager is Georgia Davis.
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30

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE

Alternate Workforce Waiver I Training Document

Task Title/Main Duty:

I, d, in consideration of being accepted as a participant
in the ('Program'), sponsored by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department ("Department') hereby release,
discharge and agree to hold harmless the Department, its agents, employees, officers and successors, from and
against all liability, claims, demands, and judgments which the undersigned, may have, or which my heirs,
executors, administrators or assigns may have or claim to have against the Department, its successors, employees
or officers for all personal injuries (including death), known or unknown or damage to property caused by or arising
out of activities in the above described Program. My signature on this document indicates that I have been
informed and trained on the check-marked items listed below.

-i

Applicable department information, policy and work rules
Insurance coverage or insurance requirements
Job safety, hazardous materials and applicable safety rules
Standard Operating Procedures for operating vehicles, machinery, equipment, tools
Proper use of Personal Protection Equipment
Proper conduct, behavior, expectations, sexual harassment, discrimination and consequences for violations
Coordinator to report to and chain-of-command
Level of authority, spending authority, flexibility for making decisions
Use of identification
Tax deduction information [~_

I Record of Hours of Service ft Hours Hrs.fMo. Hrs.Yr.
Tasks and Responsibilities:

Time Frame/Schedule: 4 -

Expected Results: |

I also agree to faithfully fulfill my obligation as a participant; Seek and accept the guidance and support needed to
complete all assigned tasks; Present a positive image that speaks well of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department;
Actively participate as a team member with others on the staff and at the work site; Abide by the Conduct,
Operation and Safety rules that exist within the Department and at the work site.
Restrictions: A participant may not be placed in any duty situation considered hazardous; A participant will take no
law enforcement actions; A participant's personal property is not covered by the state if lost, broken or stolen, even
if used in the line of duty. Therefore, the participant, when possible, should use work site equipment or insure his
or her own equipment.
I understand that either the Department or myself may cancel this agreement and my participation at any time. I
have carefully read this agreement and release and understand all its terms. I execute it voluntarily and
with frill knowledge of its legal consequences.

Club or Group

Work Location

TPW Representative Signature

Participant Signature

Parent or Guardian Signature when applicable

TPW Representative Title

P ~@ g - .- t&u >LIJI

8

I
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TEXAS PAIKS AND WILD I E

Alternate Workforce Waiver / Training Document

Task Title/Main Duty: County Court-ordered Community Service Restitution Worker

_ __, in consideration of being accepted as a participant
in the (Program"), sponsored by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department ("Department") hereby release,
discharge and agree to hold harmless the Department, its agents, employees, officers and successors, from and
against all liability, claims, demands, and judgments which the undersigned, may have, or which my heirs,
executors, administrators or assigns may have or claim to have against the Department, its successors, employees
or officers for all personal injuries (including death), known or unknown or damage to property caused by or arising
out of activities in the above described Program. My signature on this document indicates that I have been
informed and trained on the check-marked items listed below.

Applicable department information, policy and work rules
Insurance coverage or insurance requirements
Job safety, hazardous materials and applicable safety rules
Standard Operating Procedures for operating vehicles, machinery, equipment, tools
Proper use of Personal Protection Equipment
Proper conduct, behavior, expectations, sexual harassment, discrimination and cons
Coordinator to report to and chain-of-command
Level of authority, spending authority, flexibility for making decisions
Use of identification
Tax deduction information

equences for violations

Tasks and Responsibilities: a
any an all duties as assigned the (Name o Site) sta member In c r g<i

Time Frame/Schedule:

Expected Results:
CSR workers are expected to fufill their community service hours in a timely manner as wel as communicate effectIvely with tte;
(Name of Site) sta#

I also agree to faithfully fulfill my obligation as a participant; Seek and accept the guidance and support needed to
complete all assigned tasks; Present a positive image that speaks well of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department;
Actively participate as a team member with others on the staff and at the work site; Abide by the Conduct,
Operation and Safety rules that exist within the Department and at the work site.
Restrictions: A participant may not be placed in any duty situation considered hazardous; A participant will take no
law enforcement actions; A participant's personal property is not covered by the state if lost, broken or stolen, even
if used in the line of duty. Therefore, the participant, when possible, should use work site equipment or insure his
or her own equipment.
I understand that either the Department or myself may cancel this agreement and my participation at any time. I
have carefully read this agreement and release and understand all its terms. I execute it voluntarily and
with full knowledge of its legal consequences.

P
Club or Group

Work Location

TPW Representative Signature

Participant Signature

Parent or Guardian Signature when applicable

TPW Representative Title

I

~1

a
13I
I

Hours Hrs./Mo. HrsJYr.
| Record of Hours of Service 0 Hours Hrs./Mo. Hrs.Nr.
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Community Service Restitution Volunteer Information

General Information

Name: Today's Date:

Street Address:

City: State: Zip:

Primary Phone Number: ( ) L Home []Work []Pager Q]Cell

Secondary Phone Number: ( )[] Home QWork []Pager []Cell

Emergency Contact Information

Who should we contact in case of an emergency or injury?

Name:

Relationship:

Phone: ( )

Alternative Contact Name: Phone: ( )

Your Availability

How many total hours are you required to complete

When is your deadline for completing the hours?

What is/are the offense(s) you are charged with?

Have you ever been charged with a violent offense?

Have you ever been charged with theft or robbery?

F] No

F No

Which days and hours can you work?

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Other

ML ML
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TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF TEXAS

VOLUNTEER ACKNOWLEDGMENT

I, , have signed the following

ACKNOWLEDGMENT on this the day of , to

acknowledge my understanding of the conditions of my voluntary service for the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department.

1. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I am volunteering my services to the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, without any expressed or implied
promise by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to compensate me for my
services, and I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I am not entitled to,
and will not receive payment or remuneration of any kind, including but not
limited to salary, reimbursement for my transportation, parking, travel or any
other expenses whatsoever which may be incidental to my services as an
volunteer for the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.

2. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I am not an employee of the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department.

3. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that because I am not an employee of the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, I am not entitled to any benefits normally
associated with employment, including but not limited to Worker's
Compensation, retirement and leave accrual.

4. 1 ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that there has been, and will be, no
promise of future employment with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.

5. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I am not an agent of the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department and I will not make any commitment on behalf of the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to third parties.

6. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that my services as an volunteer can be
terminated at any time by me or by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.

7. I ACKNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTAND, and PROMISE that I will indemnify and
hold harmless the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department for any loss, harm, or
damage experienced by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, its employees
or any third parties that may be caused by an act of mine, or my failure to act, in
the performance of my volunteer or intern services for the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department.
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8. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I will not be allowed to operate a
state-owned boat or motor vehicle in the performance of my volunteer services
for the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, unless I provide proof of
valid/current non-owner's liability automobile insurance coverage specifically
covering operation of state-owned vehicles. I therefore assure the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department that I will not drive a state-owned boat or motor
vehicle in the performance of my volunteer services for the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department, without said coverage.

9. 1 ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I will not be permitted to perform
any activity involving the actual receipt or handling of money (either cash or
readily negotiable documents such as checks, money orders, state warrants, and
the like) while performing my volunteer services for the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department, and I assure the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department I
shall refrain from engaging in any such activity.

10. I ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that I must conform to the rules and
regulations of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to the best of my ability,
including but not limited to providing timely notice if I am sick and cannot be in
attendance, and timely arrival at the office to commence my services on the days
I have agreed to perform my services.

I1. I have been advised and I UNDERSTAND that this ACKNOWLEDGMENT is in
addition to, and does not supplant, any agreement between the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department and the volunteer's sponsoring agency, if any, and I
promise to conform to the terms of any such agreement to the extent it is
applicable to my performance of service for the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department.

I further ACKNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTAND that the foregoing terms of this document,
entitled, "VOLUNTEER ACKNOWLEDGMENT" in no way constitutes a contract, either
express or implied, but simply constitutes an acknowledgment of my understanding of the
nature of my services to the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.

Signature

Address

Phone
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT FOR VOLUNTARY
SERVICES BY GROUPS

PREAMBLE

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (hereinafter referred to as the "Department") and the:
Name of
organization
Address:
enter into the following MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.

WHEREAS, the Department, on behalf of the State of Texas, owns
, which is operated by the State Parks Division and

which is managed for the benefit of the people of Texas; and

WHEREAS, (hereinafter referred to as the

"Group") desires to assist the Department with the maintenance of facilities at the park and the
Department desires to utilize this voluntary assistance.

NOW THEREFORE, the parties hereto, agree as follows:

I. Scope and description of work to be performed:

The above work shall be carried out according to the directions and standards set by the
Department as expressed by the site manager or designee.

II. Duration of Agreement
This agreement shall remain in effect from until

, unless cancelled by written notice by either party.

III. Procedures
1. Each group member will complete a Department liability release form.
2. Before beginning work, group members will check in at the park headquarters.
3. The Group agrees to comply with all necessary safety, operational and resource

regulations of the Department.
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IV. Responsibility of the Department
1. The Department will recognize the contributions of the group through appropriate

markers or other public recognition.
2. Individual members will be recognized as volunteers for the Department.

V. NATURE OF AGREEMENT

The Group and the Department expressly acknowledge that this Agreement is in the nature of a
license to the Association and that the control, management, direction, and policy over the Park is
not assigned in any way to the Association.

VI. GENERAL

All obligations of the Department hereunder are subject to the availability of funds and to such
direction and instructions as may have been or are hereafter provided by the State Legislature.

VII. INTEGRATION

This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement and understanding among the parties relating to the
subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements and
understandings not specifically set forth herein. This Agreement may not be modified or changed
other than by an agreement in writing executed by all of the parties hereto.

ATTEST: Group Name:

By:
Name

ATTEST:
STATE OF TEXAS
TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT

Name
Park Manager
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TPWD Procedure
Certifying In-Kind Hours for Federal Match

Date:

Approval:
Gene McCarty, Deputy Executive Director of Administration

All procedures are in compliance with federal and state law and statutes and with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Code.

PURPOSE (WHY):
The purpose of this procedure is to consistently record and certify in-kind labor in a timely
manner that complies with guidelines for Federal program match.

BACKGROUND (WHO, WHERE, WHEN):
Federal Grants can be written to allow for eligible in-kind hours to meet the match requirement.

- In-kind hours must be certified at the source document level by the volunteer
Two USFWS audit findings related to in-kind hours

o 2006-2008 audit
"...we found that the Department valued the contributions of three volunteer
instructors using budgeted hours rather than actual hours supported by certified
timesheets."
Response

" "The Department has developed a process.. .to ensure instructor hours
are substantiated and certified by each individual instructor."

" "Acceptable methods for certifying hours, communicating the hours to
the Grants Administrative section, and monitoring compliance are
included in the process."

o 2004-2006 audit
"...The Department claimed class participants as in-kind labor hours since

these people were future voluntary instructors..."
Response

" "The Department is revising its procedures to claim in-kind volunteer
hours completed during the grant period, to be supported by signed
volunteer certifications, and excluding self-study hours."

" "Federal Grants Staff will also perform random sample reviews of the
volunteer timesheets to verify that signatures are on the forms and that
the query report is consistent with the volunteer forms."

Each program area that utilizes in-kind match for federal programs (excluding pass-through
grants) must follow this procedure and should complete a specific procedure signed off by the
branch chief for the program and the Federal Grants Administrator.

DEFINITIONS
Volunteer Services - Unpaid services provided

Employees of Other Organizations - Employees of an organization other than TPWD whereby
the employer has furnished free of charge the services of their employees. TPWD will have an
agreement with the organization.
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PROCEDURES/GUIDELINES STATEMENT (HOW):
Detailed actions on how to implement the procedure or portions of the procedure.

In-Kind Hours must be allowable under the terms of the grant
o Only actual labor hours used
o Hours must be performed during the period of the award
o Documented hours must be received prior to submitting the annual reports

- Method to Certify Actual Hours
o Source Documents must be received in a timely manner

Prompt receipt of documents must be requested with anticipated quarterly
information

- At a minimum all data must be received 30 days prior to the due date of the
Annual Federal Aid Reports and the Annual Federal Financial Reports.

o Source Document must certify actual hours by volunteer in an acceptable form such as
Dated sign-in log with hours and signature
Final Training Course Report with dates and signature

- Email from volunteer's individual email address identifiable to the volunteer
including:

* Name, date(s), hours volunteered, location
- Password protected log in with unique user ID if input directly to a database by

the volunteer.
- Any similar format approved by the Federal Grants Administrator

o Source Document must be approved by TPWD staff
Source Document must be validated by an authorized approver

" Date signed/stamped
" Email date and time
" System input date and time stamp for databases utilizing volunteer

direct input
" Proof can be scanned, emailed, faxed, or hardcopy mailed

" If a document is received with no signature, any of the above methods
may be used to correct the deficiency.

- In the case of direct password protected input into the database by the
volunteer, an authorized TPWD employee will review the system generated
data.

- Each program area will ensure that an authorized approver(s) will be identified
at all times

- Communicating hours to Grants Administrator
o Hours will not be reported until Source Document data has been verified by authorized

approver
o Email notification with summary of hours for an identified period from authorized

program representative
o Database report access if available
o Federal reimbursement will not be requested until notification of documented and

certified actual in-kind hours has been received by the Grants Administrator
To maximize cash flow, reimbursements are requested monthly.

" All data received to date must he sent at a minimum quarterly and preferably
monthly.
Any data received after the preparation of the annual report will no longer be

considered for billings in that period.
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Valuation of In-Kind Services
o Volunteer

Actual hours are multiplied by the approved volunteer rate. The rate will be
consistent with those wages ordinarily paid for similar work within the State of
Texas.
A fringe rate consistent with TPWD's fringe may be included
For teaching functions, the volunteer rate will be no higher than the rate for a
teacher with zero years of experience on the Minimum Salary Schedule from
the Texas Education Agency (TEA) website.
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/index2.aspx?id=5860&ekfxmennoscript= 1&ekfxme
nsel=e 105c3e3e_620_650 . Fringe will not be added.

o Employees of Other Organizations
If the services are within the employee's normal line of work, the services will
be valued at the employee's regular rate of pay exclusive of fringe benefits and
overhead, except as noted below.
If the services are within the employee's normal line of work but it is not
administratively practical to obtain the employee's exact pay rate, a pay range
for the position must be provided by the employer and the lowest rate is
utilized. In the case of teachers, the lowest amount posted by TEA on their
website will be used as outlined above for a Volunteer.
If the services are within the employee's normal line of work but TPWD does
not have an agreement with the employee's organization, it may become
administratively burdensome to obtain exact rates from employers. In these
cases the approved volunteer rate will be used.
If the services are not within the employee's normal line of work, the services
will be valued as it is for a Volunteer.

- Monitoring compliance
o AR staff reviews system queries to verify correct selection criteria are used.
o AR staff performs random sample reviews of the volunteer timesheets to verify

volunteer signatures, approval signatures and the query report is consistent with the
volunteer forms.

o Program area to maintain records 3 years after close of program.
o AR staff to audit training documentation

" Training Staff on procedures
o Each program area will annually train appropriate staff and volunteers on most-current

procedures and retain confirmation of staff training with yearly report.
o Training can take the form of a meeting, a memo, a newsletter, webinar, online training

or any other written or electronic communication option.
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Resources

American Hospital Association Committee on Volunteers. 2003. Recruitment and Retention
Guide for Volunteers. American Hospital Association.

Ellis, S.J. 2002. The Volunteer Recruitment (and Membership Development) Book. Energize,
Inc. ISBN 13: 9780940576254
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Management, 3rd ed. Energize, Inc. ISBN-13: 978-0-940576-59-9

Energize, Inc. http://www.energizeinc.com/art.html

Graff, L.L. 2005. Best of All: The Quick Reference Guide to Effective Volunteer
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Moore, R.L, V. LaFarge, and C.L. Tracy. 1993. Organizing Outdoor Volunteers, Second
Edition. Appalachian Mountain Club.
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Engagement: A Guide for Nonprofit and Public Sector Leaders. The RGK Center for
Philanthropy and Community Service, The LBJ School of Public Affairs, and The
University of Texas at Austin.
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Life's better outside.

TPWD receives federal assistance from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other federal agencies
and is subject to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, and state anti-discrimination laws which prohibit discrimination the
basis of race, color, national origin, age, sex or disability. If you believe that you have been
discriminated against in any TPWD program, activity or facility, or need more information, please
contact Civil Rights Coordinator for Public Access, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 4401 N. Fairfax
Drive, Mail Stop: MBSP-4020, Arlington, VA 22203. PWD BK K0700-152B (04/11)
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